Probing the cell wall heterogeneity of micro-dissected wheat caryopsis using both active and inactive forms of a GH11 xylanase.
The external envelope of wheat grain (Triticum aestivum L. cv. Isengrain) is a natural composite whose tissular and cellular heterogeneity constitute a significant barrier for enzymatic cell wall disassembly. To better understand the way in which the cell wall network and tissular organization hamper enzyme penetration, we have devised a strategy based on in situ visualization of an active and an inactive form of a xylanase in whole-wheat bran and in three micro-dissected layers (the outer bran, the inner bran and the aleurone layer). The main aims of this study were to (1) evaluate the role of cuticular layers as obstacles to enzyme diffusion, (2) assess the impact of the cell wall network on xylanase penetration, (3) highlight wall heterogeneity. To conduct this study, we created by in vitro mutagenesis a hydrolytically inactive xylanase that displayed full substrate binding ability, as demonstrated by the calculation of dissociation constants (K(d)) using fluorescence titration. To examine enzyme penetration and action, immunocytochemical localization of the xylanases and of feebly substituted arabinoxylans (AXs) was performed following incubation of the bran layers, or whole bran with active and inactive isoforms of the enzyme for different time periods. The data obtained showed that the micro-dissected layers provided an increased accessible surface for the xylanase and that the enzyme-targeted cell walls were penetrated more quickly than those in intact bran. Examination of immunolabelling of xylanase indicated that the cuticle layers constitute a barrier for enzyme penetration in bran. Moreover, our data indicated that the cell wall network by itself physically restricts enzyme penetration. Inactive xylanase penetration was much lower than that of the active form, whose penetration was facilitated by the concomitant depletion of AXs in enzyme-sensitive cell walls.